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Challenging Trust: 
Changing Location
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Blockchains
Block Height              15
Header Hash               0x333...
Previous Header Hash      0x442...
Timestamp              2018-10-24 ...
Difficulty              1180929.3
Nonce              4245028401
Merkle Root              0xC124DDB..
Transaction Data                 <Transactions>

Block Height              14
Header Hash               0x442...
Previous Header Hash      0x532...
Timestamp              2018-10-23 ...
Difficulty              1130929.3
Nonce              9245028401
Merkle Root              0xC124DDB..
Transaction Data                 <Transactions>

Block Height              13
Header Hash               0x532...
Previous Header Hash      0xC88...
Timestamp              2018-10-23 ...
Difficulty              1020929.3
Nonce              7245028401
Merkle Root              0xC124DDB..
Transaction Data                 <Transactions>

Block Height              12
Header Hash               0xC88...
Previous Header Hash      0x02C...
Timestamp              2018-10-22 ...
Difficulty              1010900.4
Nonce              1245028401
Merkle Root              0xC124DDB..
Transaction Data                 <Transactions>

Block Height              11
Header Hash               0x02C...
Previous Header Hash      0x877...
Timestamp              2018-10-14 ...
Difficulty              1000224.7
Nonce              2245528401
Merkle Root              0xC124DDB..
Transaction Data                 <Transactions>

Cryptographic Datastructure 
+  
Peer-to-Peer Networking 
=> Blockchain 

More general: Distributed Ledger 

But isn’t this all public?



Cryptocurrency is an application that sits on top of blockchain. 
Not the other way around.



Permissioned Blockchains
Hyperledger Fabric: A Distributed Operating System for Permissioned Blockchains EuroSys ’18, April 23–26, 2018, Porto, Portugal

Figure 2: Execute-order-validate architecture of Fabric (rw-
set means a readset and writeset as explained in Sec. 3.2).

• An endorsement policy that is evaluated in the validation
phase. Endorsement policies cannot be chosen or modi�ed
by untrusted application developers. An endorsement pol-
icy acts as a static library for transaction validation in Fab-
ric, which can merely be parameterized by the chaincode.
Only designated administrators may have a permission to
modify endorsement policies through system management
functions. A typical endorsement policy lets the chaincode
specify the endorsers for a transaction in the form of a set
of peers that are necessary for endorsement; it uses a mono-
tone logical expression on sets, such as “three out of �ve” or
“(A ^ B) _C .” Custom endorsement policies may implement
arbitrary logic (e.g., our Bitcoin-inspired cryptocurrency in
Sec. 5.1).

A client sends transactions to the peers speci�ed by the endorse-
ment policy. Each transaction is then executed by speci�c peers
and its output is recorded; this step is also called endorsement. After
execution, transactions enter the ordering phase, which uses a plug-
gable consensus protocol to produce a totally ordered sequence
of endorsed transactions grouped in blocks. These are broadcast
to all peers, with the (optional) help of gossip. Unlike standard ac-
tive replication [48], which totally orders transaction inputs, Fabric
orders transaction outputs combined with state dependencies, as
computed during the execution phase. Each peer then validates
the state changes from endorsed transactions with respect to the
endorsement policy and the consistency of the execution in the val-
idation phase. All peers validate the transactions in the same order
and validation is deterministic. In this sense, Fabric introduces a
novel hybrid replication paradigm in the Byzantine model, which
combines passive replication (the pre-consensus computation of
state updates) and active replication (the post-consensus validation
of execution results and state changes).

A Fabric blockchain consists of a set of nodes that form a network
(see Fig. 3). As Fabric is permissioned, all nodes that participate in
the network have an identity, as provided by a modularmembership
service provider (MSP) (Sec. 4.1). Nodes in a Fabric network take up
one of three roles:

• Clients submit transaction proposals for execution, help or-
chestrate the execution phase, and, �nally, broadcast trans-
actions for ordering.

• Peers execute transaction proposals and validate transactions.
All peers maintain the blockchain ledger, an append-only
data structure recording all transactions in the form of a
hash chain, as well as the state, a succinct representation of
the latest ledger state. Not all peers execute all transaction
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Figure 3: A Fabric networkwith federatedMSPs and running
multiple (di�erently shaded and colored) chaincodes, selec-
tively installed on peers according to policy.

proposals, only a subset of them called endorsing peers (or,
simply, endorsers) does, as speci�ed by the policy of the
chaincode to which the transaction pertains.

• Ordering Service Nodes (OSN) (or, simply, orderers) are the
nodes that collectively form the ordering service. In short, the
ordering service establishes the total order of all transactions
in Fabric, where each transaction contains state updates
and dependencies computed during the execution phase,
along with cryptographic signatures of the endorsing peers.
Orderers are entirely unaware of the application state, and
do not participate in the execution nor in the validation
of transactions. This design choice renders consensus in
Fabric as modular as possible and simpli�es replacement of
consensus protocols in Fabric.

A Fabric network actually supports multiple blockchains con-
nected to the same ordering service. Each such blockchain is called
a channel and may have di�erent peers as its members. Channels
can be used to partition the state of the blockchain network, but
consensus across channels is not coordinated and the total order of
transactions in each channel is separate from the others. Certain de-
ployments that consider all orderers as trusted may also implement
by-channel access control for peers. In the following we mention
channels only brie�y and concentrate on one single channel.

In the next three sections we explain the transaction �ow in
Fabric (depicted in Fig. 4) and illustrate the steps of the execution,
ordering, and validation phases. Then, we summarize the trust and
fault model of Fabric (Sec. 3.5).

3.2 Execution Phase
In the execution phase, clients sign and send the transaction proposal
(or, simply, proposal) to one or more endorsers for execution. Recall
that every chaincode implicitly speci�es a set of endorsers via
the endorsement policy. A proposal contains the identity of the
submitting client (according to the MSP), the transaction payload in
the form of an operation to execute, parameters, and the identi�er
of the chaincode, a nonce to be used only once by each client (such
as a counter or a random value), and a transaction identi�er derived
from the client identi�er and the nonce.

Elli Androulaki et al. Hyperledger fabric: A distributed operating system for permissioned blockchains. In 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth EuroSys Conference, EuroSys ’18, New York, NY, USA, 2018. Association for 
Computing Machinery. doi:10.1145/3190508.3190538.  
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Did you take the introductory 

course?Yes of course, here is my 
token for that.
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Cool! Here is your  enrollment 
token. 



Meta: Working Mode

Have an interest in security and privacy 

Be willing to work a year on this 

Open source is cool for you 

“I’m just a frontend/backend person” 
will not work!


